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Abstract
The concept of fields available in physics will be considered for application to unravel the mysteries of form, structure and function of human consciousness and mind. The sameness of functions of human consciousness and mind in language acquisition and communication and also acquiring knowledge of various kinds and its will be discussed. In the light of this the limitations of concepts of pure physics and modern physics probes will be discussed.

The information and ideas available in the Upanishads in the form of Brahmajnaana will be applied to understand the physical nature of human consciousness and mind and their functions. This information and translation into modern and cognitive scientific terms would be correlated with brainwaves concept of modern physiology. The physiochemical, physical and chemical natures of experiences, purport, meanings, ideas, thoughts and expressions will be presented based on Upanishadic insight thus acquired. The advantage of this alternative probe, method and model to understand the functions of human consciousness and mind will be demonstrated. 

This model of human consciousness and mental functions is also correlated to brain wave EEG frequency changes. 
















a set of concepts and categories in a subject area or domain that shows their properties and the relations between them.

"what's new about our ontology is that it is created automatically from large datasets"

The ontology of human consciousness, mind and their functions will be presented correlating Upanishadic insight, modern science and other Indian orthodox and heterodox 
Philosophical systems.

The study of the human consciousness, mind, their nature, structure and function is generally believed to be a subject matter outside the realm of the disciplines of physics and chemistry (Taylor and Green, 2002). Others feel that the study of human consciousness belongs to the domain of philosophy and psychology and concepts of physics and chemistry are not sufficient enough to explain the nature, structure and function of human consciousness. Such feelings convey that the consciousness of living organisms certainly cannot be described in terms of physics and chemistry, even though the neurophysiologists can describe the working of the single neuron in physicochemical terms. 

Scientifically, human consciousness, knowing, perception, reasoning, intellectual abilities, understanding, experience etc., are mental processes of the vertebrate human-being, belonging to Homo sapiens species. Thus human mental processes are biological, involving physicochemical energy transitions and transformations relating to brain, spinal cord and the nervous system (Guyton and Hall, 2004), Blakemore, 1977).  Proteins, which are made up of amino acids that are oriented in space as poly-peptides, are one of the basic macromolecules that take part in these cognitive processes together with neurons.  All this is the hard-ware part of human consciousness, mind and mental functions and relates to neurology and physiological psychology disciplines.

Human consciousness is a biological entity and activity present in humans and hence has to be amenable to be understood in physicochemical terms as any other biological phenomenon. Human consciousness is the awareness of mind (Guyton and Hall, 2004, Blakemore, 1977, Radhakrishnan, 1994, Ramabrahmam, 1997, 2004, 2005a, 2005b).  Mind, which is an expression and part of consciousness, is an aspect of human body.  Mind does all human mental functions which are physiological processes. Thus, psychology is physiology. 

As visualized by some, consciousness is the collection of millions of neurons and their electrochemical states, even if we have no real knowledge of chemical nature of thoughts and ideas.  According to them, we neither have understood completely how living organisms originated and evolved. They feel that we may not be able to define precisely what life is nor whence it came from.  All that we can do according to them is to describe the observable phenomena that distinguish living from non-living matter. 

Mathematics and modeling by computational activity can explain understanding and consciousness.  About 2300 years of philosophy, 100 years of mathematical logic and 50 years of computational intelligence have been trying to understand human consciousness and model its form and function, and still a clear model is eluding scientific community (Perlovsky, 2001-chapters 11and 12). Theorems and other concepts developed by Gödel, Turing, Penrose and Putnam on mind and machine have not been sufficient to model intellect, understanding, experience and other mental processes.  (Perlovsky, 2001) and Penrose (Perlovsky, 2001) sustain that the brain activity responsible for conscious understanding must depend upon a physics that lies beyond computational simulations.

Further, we are yet to formulate neural structures of consciousness. “The Physics of spiritual substance” is yet to be proposed and develop. We have also to understand the physics of the nature of free will and the creativity mysteries. We have also to probe and determine whether consciousness is a hitherto not known new physical phenomenon.  A future direction for this research lies in the path to understand the physical nature of the symbol and emergence of consciousness.

The limitations and unsuitability of the twentieth century intellectual marvel, the quantum mechanics for the task of unraveling biological phenomena is critically analyzed an presented by Ramabrahmam (2018). In that paper the inbuilt traits of the probabilistic, approximate and imprecise nature of quantum mechanical approach are brought out. It is suggested that probing and understanding biological phenomena like human consciousness, mind and a host of other similar phenomena and processes require a physics and chemistry released from the burden of conditioning by pure physics. 

Fresh and empirical concepts, devoid of complex pure-physics are recommended. Analytical methods interpreting philosophical analyses suiting the unraveling of biological phenomena over the deductive approach of quantum physics and advanced mathematics is highlighted.  In a similar vein the attempts in applying the concept of physics fields will be discussed and presented here.

Physics Fields and Unraveling form and functions of human consciousness and mind:

The following observations are made by Prof. Seán Ó Nualláin in his communication in soliciting papers on human consciousness and mind based on Fields (defined in the following narrative) or otherwise of the effect of Field so defined.


“In the recent meeting of foundations of mind with European Gestalt psychologists and therapists held in Siena in April, 2018, the notion of “field” emerged as the core concept unifying the logico-mathematical drive in foundations of mind with the deep
exploration of subjectivity in Gestalt therapy. While the current formulation of the concept arguably derives from the explorations of electromagnetism in Faraday, Maxwell, and Heaviside, the concept is more multifarious than may at first seem to be the case,
In particular, its ubiquity is impressive. While differentiation of stem cells turned out the be related to the elasticity of the medium in which they were placed, and even Hooke’s law of elasticity turned out to be useful, the older concept of a morphogenetic field has
survived largely intact. In brain science, it is clear that study of neural impulses in isolation will reveal only plumbing; the recent salience of waves in neuroscience clearly needs to be supplemented with an articulated view of the medium that they are waving.

Is this medium the scalar field of EEG and fmri, the vector filed required by any theory involving attractor surfaces, or do we assert that, since the suitably educated brain can understand tensors of rank/order 4, they must be neurally implemented? Recently,
computer scientists began to see the virtues of transcending the scalar processing of traditional  CPU’s, speeding things up considerably with the vector processing of GPU’s, while companies like Graphcore anticipate the next step in the tensor hierarchy as applied to computing.
In this context, it is worth noting that Freeman (ibid.) stipulates that field theory in brain science ended when Kohler mistakenly identified the vector fields of Gestalt with the scalar fields of EEG. Experimental observations confirmed that EEG did not reflect Gestalten in this manner.
None of this should dissuade potential contributors from examining the extension of fields to the inter-subjective domain. While positing that quantum entanglement is involved may or may not be a bridge too far, the fact remains that all psychoanalysis uses concepts like projection, transference and counter- transference, and related concepts involving an entangled nexus of self and other. The radical proposal in this vein by the European Gestalt psychologist Kurt Lewin may indeed have been prescient.”


Physics Fields and physics:

The four natural forces, gravitational, the electromagnetic, the strong and weak nuclear; 
guided by the respective fields, the gravitational, the electromagnetic, the strong and weak nuclear fields completely take care of all physics interactions. Gravitational and electrical and magnetic and electromagnetic natures of matter and electric charge are
responsible for all actions, reactions and inter-actions concerning matter and charge.
Mass in its four phases, namely solid, liquid, gaseous and ionic and charge as positive and negative and energy in its various forms act and interact in various ways resulting natural scientific events. 

From Newton’s laws of motion, we know that a body is in a state of rest or   uniform motion unless acted upon by external force. Inertia signifies the state of rest and velocity signifies the state of motion. Potential energy is the state of rest and kinetic energy is the state of motion for energy. State of rest or uniform motion (being) gives time-space and change in these (becoming) gives time-flow. Thus inertia (potential) and movement (kinetic) are implicit and associated with a body/charge/particle in a physical phenomenon. 

Mass is inherent to inertia and location and shape of matter and static-charge to potential energy and velocity is inherent to movement and time is explicit and non-inherent to a physical phenomenon.  Change of velocity and/or acceleration can influence movement but change of time cannot and will not. Movement of charge in classical and modern physics creates magnetic and electric fields and electromagnetic field.
 
Nature of Biology, human consciousness and mind:

Biology is the study of life. All living organisms are made of chemicals which they package into cells. Biology can be studied at many different levels—from chemical and physical processes which take place within an organism to the whole groups of organisms (populations) and the way in which they interact with each other and the environment.
Cells:
Chemical constituents of cells; Movement of substrates into and out of cells; Cell structure; Cell control and cell division; Energy and enzymes; Energy release; respiration; Energy capture; autotrophic nutrition; Heterotrophic nutrition
Energy:
Energy and enzymes; energy release and respiration; Energy capture: autotrophic nutrition; Heterotrophic nutrition;
Movement and regulation of body fluids:
Gas exchange; animal body fluids and their transport; Regulation of body fluids in animals: homeostasis;
Transport in plants; the defense against disease: immunology
Coordination and movement:
Control and coordination in animals: hormones; control and coordination in animals: nerves and the nervous system; Control and coordination in animals; receptors and effectors; Control and coordination in plants; Support systems and movement.
Reproduction, growth and development:
Reproductive strategies; sexual reproduction in mammals and flowering plants; patterns of growth and development;
Diversity:
Inheritance; Genetic changes in populations: evolution; species, their formation and classification; Prokaryote and protoctista; fungi and plantae; Animalia
Ecology:
Populations and factors controlling their size and distribution; energy flow through ecosystems; ecosystems and nutrient cycles; ecosystem pattern. See also Concept Diagram I





Biology has a philosophy of its own; may be biology has a science of its own too. And biology is more a chemical science than a physical science. 

Biology deals with organisms which have finite life-times and all seem to be classical and not quantum processes. They completely depend on their ability to do metabolism with environment. And biology happens among the interactions between matter in more than one phase (solid, fluid, ionic) and more than one nature chemically (inorganic, organic, electrovalent covalent etc.,) and more than one form of energy and the four natural forces simultaneously. The phase rule guiding biochemical interactions is to be different from hitherto known phase rule that guides chemical reactions. So the pure physics based Fields, the gravitational, electromagnetic, weak and strong nuclear fields have to comply with the necessities of biology, of which human consciousness and mind and their functions are related and happen.

It is the philosophical belief of the physicalists that a phenomenon has to be reduced to its smallest components to achieve a complete explanation. This is generally interpreted as meaning that explanation could be achieved only at the lowest level of organization. This conclusion would be particularly disturbing for biologists, because at the lowest levels of organization such a reduction abandons biology and deals exclusively with physical phenomena. 

However such reduction is not only not necessary but indeed quite impossible in biology. The support for reduction is in part the result of confusion with the process of analysis. Analysis is and always will be an important methodology in the study of complex systems. In the processes of evolution and ageing, and human consciousness studies pure and theoretical physics solely has no role to play. Any physical theory clubbed with chemistry and in finite times with finite velocities only will succeed with biological phenomena.

In this article it will be discussed the inadequacy of physical fields as understanding tools and approach to unravel biological phenomena like evolution, ageing, ecology, origin, nature, construction, structure, and chiefly working of human consciousness and mind.  

Nature of energy transformations in biological systems:
Physics is a natural scientific discipline which deals with matter, energy in time and space 

Nature and structure of natural scientific processes are generally defined considering expressions from physics and cosmology. 

These definitions relate to happenings in theoretical physics relating to inorganic phase of matter. 

And energy transformations occur and play role in the same sense in chemical and biological processes also. Thus we have energy transformations manifested as time in thermodynamics and evolutionary sciences such as biology and time in conscious awareness different from energy transformations occurring in cosmology or advanced theoretical physics. The construction and structure of time as energy transformations or changes of phase of matter in chemistry and biology are different from that of modern physics and cosmology (Ramabrahmam 2005). 

Mental conjectures in modern physics and cosmology about time:

Worm-holes; black holes; white holes; time travel; twin paradox; time dilation; singularities; real and imaginary components of time; big bang; big crunch etc., is the vocabulary that dominates the discussion of nature of time (Stephen Hawking 1989, 2001), Peter Covency and (Roger Highfield 1991).  The quantum cat paradox, Wigner’s friend, parallel universes, the EPR paradox, which deal with quantum mechanics make the understanding of nature of time further confusing than clarifying (Peter Covency and Roger Highfield 1991). 

These attempts to express the nature of human consciousness using advanced mathematics and higher pure (classical and quantum) physics seem more as intellectual exercises and the propositions based on them as mental pictures confined to the realm of happenings concerning the universe or quantum mechanics than explaining physical realities actually present in the universe, especially on planet earth as studies in various disciplines and fields like chemistry and biology. 

The modern mathematical approaches to understand fields, time and energy transformations are partial, non-cohesive and piece-meal. Nature of time understood by modern physicists and cosmologists has no use for understanding of time as evolving and constructed in chemical and biological systems. The relational view of time that time is also a concept, and therefore dependent   on consciousness, but at the same time it is a function of the events happening in nature is followed in the discussions of this article.
Construction of bio-systems or processes as time: Physical time, psychological time and biological times in terms of energy transformations:

Bio-systems are evolution and sustenance of various types of processes: Evolution of universe; chemical evolution; molecular and macromolecular evolution, evolution of proto-cells, cells, tissues, organs and organisms, evolution of consciousness:
Physics deals with macroscopic, microscopic and cosmic worlds. Chemistry deals with microscopic world. Biology deals with microscopic world and also macroscopic world (ageing, evolution etc).

Time-periods are durations of respective energy transformations - macroscopic or microscopic depending on the size and nature of matter and energies. Macroscopic bodies create times of macroscopic durations. Normally gravitational forces are responsible for changes concerning macroscopic bodies. Microscopic bodies like charges, fundamental particles, photons and ions crate times of microscopic durations. Electromagnetic, strong and weak nuclear forces take care of changes to and changes in microscopic bodies. Biological changes come under physicochemical processes when chemical changes within them are observed. Humans, other vertebrates, mammals, animals, insects, etc., when are in motion, gravitational forces control their movements. Thus both micro and macro energy transformations are associated with bio-systems.

And hence “unified field theory” unifying all four fields in another sense has to happen at the biological level related or mostly may be unrelated to cosmological and pure physics needs.

Limitations of physical fields to model human consciousness:

Human consciousness modeled divorced of biological and species basis will not be truthful. Form and functions of human consciousness and mind are classical in nature happening in finite times and are essentially of physicochemical in nature. 

Ancient Indian View on human consciousness and mind and their functions:

The scientific insight of Pure Consciousness and mental awareness and functions:

Atman provides pure consciousness and it is the human consciousness and has following structure: Human consciousness, in the form of and characterized by Being-Pure Consciousness-Bliss is:
i) an Oscillating Energy-Presence i.e., an infrasonic bio-mechanical oscillator, which is the result of breathing process and the subsequent rhythmic gaseous exchange in the lungs, issuing out mental energy pulses frequency of 10 Hz (a time-period of 10-1 sec) is the real source of mental energy, the Being of Mind and
ii) its reflected (in medulla oblongata or reticular formation) virtual energy-pulse series (becoming of mind – mental awareness) together constitute human consciousness and are the ingredients of human consciousness8
Human consciousness based on this proposition can be viewed as comprising of Pure Consciousness (Being of Mind) and Awareness (becoming of mind).  Atman (mental or psychic energy source) takes care of the consciousness part and maya (reflected mental energy virtual form) and its forward and revere-transformations take care of the awareness part. Thus, Atman is proposed to be an infrasonic mechanical oscillator giving out mental energy pulses of frequency 10 Hz (time-period of 10-1 sec.)  10 Hz is the frequency of this mechanical oscillator according to both western science and eastern philosophy and theory of language acquisition and communication. The enormous number (300 million) and surface area (70 square meters) associated with alveoli constituting this bio-oscillator/bio-maser produces enormous amount of mental energy though the frequency is in the infrasonic range. [It is interesting here to mention that the mental rhythms detected by the experiment by German scientist Hans Berger15 using EEG (electro-encephalogram) also have the same time- period of 10-1 sec] 

Physical Optics analogy of form of pure consciousness-Being and mental awareness and functions-Becoming of mind:
The famous bi-prism experiment of Fresnel in physical optics studies describing and explaining the formation of interference pattern of dark and bright bands on a screen from a point light source is a very apt analogy to state, describe and understand the real nature of the Atman as an oscillating source of mental energy and the virtual (unreal) nature of maya as reflected virtual mental energy pulse series. Atman is similar to the point source of light and maya to the virtual (unreal) source(s) formed from light reflections in the bi-prism (Concept Diagram II).  As is known, the   two virtual sources thus formed in turn serve as the two coherent sources responsible for the formation of interference pattern during which process the real point light source remains untouched and unchanged but its presence is essential for the formation of the virtual (unreal) sources and consequent interference pattern. So also transformations of maya give rise to various mental phases, functions and activities, while the real source of mental energy, Atman, is untouched and unchanged or not transformed but is essential for the existence of awareness as (human) consciousness and simultaneously for the awareness of activities of the mind and body as transformations (beings / becomings) of Atman and maya  Thus mental energy pulse series reflected in Medha,(can be medulla oblongata or reticular formation?) termed as maya, are virtual (unreal-mithya), but are same in content, form and nature as the real mental- energy presence (Atman) just as reflected light energy is same as light energy from source in content, form and nature.   Maya is also known as reflected chit and or primordial sound (Ramabrahmam, 2005 to 2016). (Concept diagram V).

The physical form and function of human consciousness are represented in Concept diagrams II to V). The mental time space divided as four conscious phases of mind have equivalents in EEG brain wave studies. (See Table II). And the functioning of brain is assumed as brave wave frequency modulation and demodulation process. Also the language acquisition and communication processes together with the physicochemical nature of ideas and thoughts are unraveled by translating the ideas and thoughts from the Upanishads, Brahmajnaana, Sphota vada and other ancient Indian spiritual texts.





Thus the Fields as envisaged, defined and put forward in the observations, coming out of deliberations in the 2018 conference on foundations of mind held at  the recent meeting of foundations of mind with European Gestalt
psychologists and therapists  held in Siena in April, 2018, may not yield much information on the functioning of human consciousness and mind for the sole reason that all these studies happen taking consciousness and mind as mere physics processes, whereas in reality they are physicochemical in nature and function. 

Thus ideas matching these realities will give us good idea about form and function of human consciousness an mind. Such information is available in Upanishadic insight and Brahmajnaana which completely give information about form and function of consciousness and mind in secular knowing, cognition and related functions and also same theory gives idea of and explains the process of language acquisition and communication, both aspects of which are the functions of human mind.


































Physical time: Classical, quantum and cosmic times:
i Biological rhythms-tuned to 24 hour day and night cycle- Cyclic

Biological Clocks
Bio-rhythms in the organisms
Ageing

ii   Spectrosopy - molecular rotation and vibration – discontinuous


iii Evolution and ageing – linear - irreversible


iv Thermodynamic View – reversal of a process in certain bio-transformations


v Fundamental Particle Physics View – Time reversal
Unrelated to bio-systems

vi Quantum time:                    		 Energy-time bits transmitting, emitting and
absorbing matter in photonic and ionic forms
vii Special Relativity: Speed of passage of time is a function of relative velocity between event and observer. No relation to bio-systems
viii General Relativity: Time-space inseparability–Shape; Warping Unrelated to biology
ix Cosmology: cosmic time    Imaginary     and           real time
Unrelated to biology and bio-systems


Psychological Time:     Biochemical energy-transformations
Reversible mental energy transformation
Pure consciousness




NATURE AND MANIFESTATION OF ENERGY TRANSFORMATION IN HUMANS

PHYSICAL TIME- Macroscopic, microscopic or cosmic
(change of energy-form or phase of  matter)


          MOVEMENT                 CHANGE                 BECOMING (Evolution)
        Blood-flow, neuron transmission; All Bio-chemical      Mental functions and Ageing
        Breathing, heart beat etc,.	      Reactions







PAST                    PRESENT                         FUTURE
CONTINUOUS
                                        Psychic energy source and mental time space
                                                Bio-oscillator/    maser/ laser
                                                Issues mental     energy pulses
SELF:  BEING: CONSCIOUSNESS
                         MEMORY         Ego-free State of Mind          IMAGINATION


                                               *                          Activated      apprehensions
**
            Activated       memories 

       ACHES   SENSES   EXPERIENCES              ANXIETY   FEAR   DOUBT WORRY


                         Biochemical
 Energy -	Transformations

THOUGHTS                                                    THOUGHTS
                                                  BECOMING: AWARENESS
          Egoistic   Mind
PSYCHOLOGICAL TIME*and ** - Reversible becoming -vivartanam (* modulation   /   ** demodulation) of mental energy pulses   in physical time
CONCEPT DIAGRAM II

                                                             


  Virtual “I”
                                                      Reversible Becoming
Idam				           IDAM 
                                                          Transformation
					of Maya

















THE GIST OF HUMAN COGNITON AND COMMUNICATION PROCESSES: IN BRAIN WAVE FREQUENCE MOULATION AND DEMOLUTION

Consciousness (Being-Sat) 10 Hz	    Awareness (Becoming-idam) varies 8 to 30 Hz

Speaker:    Modulation-purodhana

Infrasonics	Infrasonics/biochemical	        electrochemical      mechanical/stimuli

Brahman/Atman    chidaabhaasa/maya/pranavam     antahkaranan    karmendreyani / jnaanendrayani

Import      experience/understanding/insight     feeling/thought/perception  actions/reactions/cognitions

Vivartanam-Reversible Becoming
Bhakti         sphota+icccha/artha sakti         vibhakti /  jnnana sakti              ucchaarana/kriya sakti

Para/tatpara/ Tatparya        pasyanti                      madhyama                               vaikhari

Purport    mood/ urge/sense/verb  sentence/ subject-verb-object     sentence in sound form

Infrasonics       Infrasonics/biochemical    electrochemical                   mechanical/stimuli
 




When the brain wave frequency is around 8-10 Hz, the state of mind is state of consciousness. Then the mind experiences peace, silence, bliss and is called unoccupied awareness, pure consciousness or content-free contentment
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R            ATMAN   REAL ‘I’               medha					   IDAM
E         SAT-CHIT-ANANDA              reticular formation             					        
A                                                                                                       Vivartanam-Two-way          D
T            OSCILLATING                    	                                           Transformation of maya     
H     	ENERGY-PRESENCE    virtual infrasonic waves	          as inner mental     	       M
I             AND SOURCE                              	MAYA	                      tools and vice versa
N        real  infrasonic waves           VIRTUAL / (MITHYA)
G                                                         VIRTUAL   “I”                 forward             reverse          
            BIO-OSCILLATOR-           VIRTUAL   
P          ISSUING   REAL                REFLECTED                       Cognition of Object-
R          MENTAL                              MENTAL                             Energy forms--
O         ENERGY PULSES              ENERGY                              Transformation of
C           CONSCIOUSNESS            PULSES                               Inner Mental Tools
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MENTAL ENERGY IS PHYSICAL WHOSE FORM IS MECHANICAL (INFRA-SONIC-AWARENESS), BIOCHEMICAL (IDEAS, EXPERIENES, SENSES), ELECTRO-CHEMICAL (THOUGHTS, FEELINGS, LOGIC) FUNCTIONS ARE FORWARD/ REVERSE TRANSFORMATIONS, MODULATION AND DEMODULATION OF FREQUENCY OF BRAIN WAVES.. 





PSYCHOLOGICAL AND COGNITIVE SCIENTIFIC MEANINGS OF CHIEF UPANISHADIC MAHAVAKYAS


1.	Aham Brahma Asmi  I AM BRHMAN
 	The real identity of ‘I’ is Unoccupied Awareness.
	‘I’ is not a body, person, thought or not a sense.  ‘I’ is pure consciousness.
	‘I’ is the impersonal Seer which is the source of mental energy and guide of    and 	witness to transformation of mental energy as mental functions but unaffected by 	them and transcending both mental functions   and their cessation.

2.	Tat Tvam Asi    THAT IS YOU
Self and Pure Consciousnesses are same in nature, content, structure, form (function) and presence. At a given moment either self-consciousness or pure consciousness will be present. Self-consciousness is super imposition over pure consciousness. Pure consciousness is continuous, self-consciousness is transient and transitory.
 
      3.                             Ayam Atma Brahma    THIS ATMAN IS BRAHMAN
Atman is Brahman – Unoccupied Awareness –- Energy Presence without transformation.

      4.                         Prajnanam Brahma   PRAJNANAM IS BRAHMAN
Brahman– as Atman –– Energy Presence – is Mental Time- Space and   Continuous Awareness.
Prajnanam is Unoccupied ( by cognitions, thoughts, cognition-related and created experiences, senses or their retrieval) Awareness in Pure Consciousness.
      
      5    Raso vy Saha         AWARENESS OF EXPERIENCE/EXPERIENCE OF 
                                                               MEANING IS BRAHMAN                                                                                                   
Experience of Essence of the meanings of all vakyas (sentences) - All Cognition-related experiences in the awareness of the Atman- Meaningful Experience. Silence. Peace. Bliss.. Experienced meaning. Purport.

6.                      Anando Brahma             BLISS IS BRAHMAN
Unoccupied Awareness is bliss.

7.             Sarvam Khalu Idam Brahma   ALL IDAM IS BRAHMAN






Frequency of Brain Waves and Upanishadic mental phases when mind is active or passive

The enormous number (300 million) and surface area (70 square meters) associated with alveoli constituting this bio-oscillator/.bio-maser produces enormous amount of mental energy though the frequency is in the infrasonic range. [It is interesting here to mention that the mental rhythms detected by the experiment by German scientist Hans Berger {Adian and Matthews, 1934)}using EEG (electro-encephalogram) also have the same time- period of 10-1 sec]. These are called brain waves.
    At any instant brain neurons are generating millions of nerve impulses (action potentials). Taken together these electrical signals are called brain waves. Brain waves generated by neurons close to the brain surface, mainly neurons in the cerebral cortex, can be detected by sensors called electrodes   placed on the forehead and scalp. A record of such waves is called an electroencephalogram or EEG. Electroencephalograms are useful both in studying normal brain functions, such as changes that occur during sleep, and in diagnosing a variety of brain disorders, such epilepsy, tumors, trauma, hematomas, .metabolic abnormalities, sites of trauma, and degenerative diseases. The EEG is also utilized to determine if “life” is present, that is, to establish or confirm that brain death has occurred.
 Patterns of activation of brain neurons produce four types of brain waves and - Being and Becoming of mind.
1.	Alpha Waves:  These rhythmic waves occur at a frequency of about 8—13 Hz. One hertz is one cycle per second. Alpha waves are present in the EEGs of nearly all normal individuals when they are awake and resting with their eyes closed. These waves disappear entirely during sleep. (Wakeful Sleep / (Jagrat Sushupti) Conscious state; also vishranta dristi.
2.	Beta Waves: The frequency of these waves is between 14 and 30 HZ. Beta waves generally appear when the nervous system is active—that is, during periods of sensory input and mental activity. (Wakefulness/Awakened /(Jagrat) and Dream (Swapna)Conscious States/States of mental function the result of simultaneous onset of advaita and dvaita states of mind with bahirmukha dristi – awareness of without  - tuned to physical world outside and antarmukha dristi- awareness of within – mental impressions of external physical world as  inner mental world –idam or prapancham –jada - passive – jagat – active mind).
3.	Theta Waves: These waves have frequencies of 4-7 HZ. Theta waves normally occur in children, and adults experiencing emotional stress. They also occur in many disorders of the brain.







Aatmajnaana/Brahmajnaana: Indian spiritual knowledge of the Self
Aatman/Brahman/Adaha: Self – providing us mental time-space and consciousness /awareness/ dristi; the result of breathing process; generator of mental energy pulses; is both the instrumental (nimitta kaarana) and material cause (upaadaana kaarana) for the formation of inner mental world and its retrieval; source, guide and energy-provider for the human mind and its activities. 
Adhyasa: super-imposition of self-consciousness on pure consciousness forming veil thus concealing the experience of sate of Atman/Brahman
Advaita: no two – only aham-aham - phase of mind when mind is not functioning. State of bhakti, tatpara, taatparya
Advaita siddhanta: Integrated psychology 
Aham: relates to Atman, the unoccupied awareness or pure consciousness when no mental cognitions taking place
Antahkaranas: inner mental tools - manas, buddhi, chittam, ahamkaaram
Antarmukha dristi: awareness of within of the body known as occupied awareness- maanasika dristi – tuning of mind with inner mental world
annamaya kosa: Getting tuned to and sensing stimuli from external physical world through sense organs and reception 
(aanaandamaya  kosa): Awareness of  understanding/intuition/urge/mood/experience/meaning/experience
Anoon: material medium for cognition and communication as envisaged by Vaiseshika and Nyaaya schools of thought.
Avidya: state of mind when secular cognitions and communications take place
Bahirmukha dristi: awareness of without of the body (last two together is known as occupied awareness- maanasika dristi - tuning of mind with outside physical world
Bhakti: tatpara, taatparya, puport, import state of mind; also unalloyed love for Divinity
Brain waves: Patterns of activation of brain neurons produce four types of brain waves:
a. Alpha Waves:  These rhythmic waves occur at a frequency of about 8—13 Hz. One hertz is one cycle per second. Alpha waves are present in the EEGs of nearly all normal individuals when they are awake and resting with their eyes closed. These waves disappear entirely during sleep. (Jagrat Sushupti  - Wakeful Sleep Conscious State)  
b. Beta Waves: The frequency of these waves is between 14 and 30 HZ. Beta waves generally appear when the nervous system is active—that is, during periods of sensory input and mental activity. [Jagrat (Wakeful/Awakened) and Swapna (Dream) Conscious States). 
(c) Theta Waves: These waves have frequencies of 4-7 HZ. Theta waves normally occur in children, and adults experiencing emotional stress. They also occur in many disorders of the brain.
(d) Delta Waves: The frequency of these waves is 1-5 Hz. Delta waves occur during deep sleep in adults, but they are normal in awake infants. When produced by an awake adult they indicate brain damage. (Sushupti – Deep Sleep Conscious State).
chidaabhasa or maya / pranavam / sphota: the carrier (in the sense of carrier radio wave in broadcasting and reception process) cognitive-energy pulse series 
dvaita: two – aham-idam- phase of mind when mental functions are taking place (simultaneous presence of antarmukha dristi-awareness of within of the body and bahirmukha dristi- awareness of the without of the body.   
Gayatri mantra: Aum bhoor bhuvah ssuvah Aum tat savitur vareanyam bhargo devasya dhimahi dhiyo yo nah prachodayat. (May the Divine Luminescence which causes the conscious states/phases of mind- bhooh (jagrat/ wakeful/ awakened), bhuvah (swapna/dream) and suvah (sushupti/deep sleep)- illuminate and inspire our intellect.)
Idam: Perceived inner mental world and collection of impressions by stimuli and stimuli-created experiences/moods/senses both is static and dynamic forms
icchasakti and artha sakti : both are biochemical forms of energy and are genetic/inherent/hormonal to the organism i.e., human-beings
Jada: Potential energy form; static form of mental impressions
Jagat / Prapancham/jagathi: dynamic and functional aspect of mind/cognitive state; also Jagat is the present continuous form of the root (dhaatu) ‘jag’ meaning ‘to move’. Jagat forms adhyasa on sat and pure consciousness (paramaatma state) (chit) becomes self-consciousness (jeevaatma state).  
Jaagrat: wakeful phase of mind when tuned with outside physical world; bahirmuka dristi
Jaagrat sushupti / para: mode of consciousness/awareness; mind (Self) in infra-sonic form of energy; state of bhakti, moksha - mukti – nirvana (state of salvation/liberation), prajnaanam (unoccupied awareness/mental space), mouna (silence), santi (peace), aananda (bliss)
Jiva / jivatma: self – consciousness / collection of thoughts about individual
Jnaanendriyas: – five sense organs - sensitive to light – eyes – scene / form (drusyam /roopam); to sound – ears - word or other sounds (sabda/dhvani); to chemical – tongue - taste (rasa); to chemical – nose – smell (gandha) and to heat or mechanical – skin - touch (sparsa)   
Jnaana sakti: electrochemical form of energy through which cognitions and communications take place
Kriya sakti: mechanical form of energy which performs all actions of karmendriyas – action organs
Karana sareera: awareness of mood, experience, sense, urge, meaning, intuition, volition, understanding, insight as verb without subject and object
Karmendriyas: five action organs (karmendriyanai- vak (speech), paani (movement of hands), paada (movement of legs) , paayu (movement of bowels) and upastha (movements relating to reproductive organ). 
Kriya sakti  / madhyama:  mode of sentence; in subject-verb-object (the triad-triputi) form- electrochemical form of energy
manomaya kosa: Perception/thinking/reasoning/feeling in accordance with the stimuli from external world or information retrieved from inner mental world 
maaya: mental energy, current of awareness
Medha: seat and guide of mental functions according to Indian spiritual thought
Mithya: unreal; virtual; transient; present now disappears next moment/ impermanent 
Mithyaham: false identity of “I”
Na aparah: not different
Nivritti: no-cognition state
Nyaaya:  Pramaanaihi artha pareekshanam nyayaha . Nyaya provides rules for valid and agreed to means of cognition. 
paramaatma: The state of Divinity/Self/Atman/Brahman
pasyanti:  mode of verb or sense or mood or experience in biochemical form of energy
Poorva Meemaamsa: Poorva Meemaamsa discusses about cognition process and language acquisition and communication theories. 
              Pramaanaas:  Pramaanaihi artha pareekshanam nyayaha – To examine the meanings      of spiritual and philosophical expressions through pramaanas (means of knowledge) and arrive at and establish the validity of truth is nyaaya. These same pramaanaas validate future acquisitions of secular, philosophical, spiritual knowledge.
praanamaya kosa: Actions, reactions or interactions with external physical world activated by hormones or stored information 
Rajo guna: antahkarana or sentence mode 
Sabdabrahma Siddhanta: throws light on language learning and communication processes 
Shad Darshanas: Six Indian philosophical systems dealing with cognitive science – nyaya, vaiseshika, yoga, saamkhya, poorva meemamsa, uttara meemamsa (Vedanta)
Samkhya: Saamkhya provides identification of constituent elements of cognition, instruments cognition, types of cognition. 
Sapta lokas: . Sapta lokas ( lokyate iti lokah- what is seen is loka) --  Laukika Jnanadayakaroopa Bhooloka (jagrat/ awakened/wakeful conscious/mental state) and Bhuvarloka (swapna/dream conscious/mental state), the swararoopa suvarloka (sushupti/deep sleep conscious/mental unawareness state), buddhiroopa maharloka (phase of intellectual operations), pranayuta ahamkaararoopa janoloka (origin, form, structure, cessation and re-creation of egoistic mind state), tapoloka (one-pointed meditative mental state) and Sat-Chit-Ananda roopa eternal awareness-providing Satyaloka (egoless/ego-transcending conscious state, which exists in all the conscious/mental states and at all times-physical or psychological))- are manifestations of  and contain in and by Brahman/Atman 
Sattva guna: state of mere awareness sans object energy forms or cognition related experience or of cognitions/communications about Divinity
Sat-chit-aananda: Atman is sat-chit-ananda. Sat is the present continuous form of the root (dhaatu- verb root) ‘as’ meaning ‘to be’; sat refers to awareness/consciousness being/existence. Chit refers to pure consciousness – knowledge acquisition/communication aspect and aananda refers to experiences aspect of human mental impressions
Shaddarsanas: Six orthodox Indian philosophical systems which follow Vedic instructions and accept the authority of the Vedas.
Sristi:  mental creations of cognitions and self-consciousness
Sthula sareera: awareness of body, its parts, and ourside physical world and their mention as vaikhari (utterance as sounds) mode of language 
Suddhaaham: real identity of “I” as Atman/ Brahman /Self
Suddha sattava guna: which amounts to nirguna state, during which mental functions cease be.  Cognition/communication-free state of mind 
Sushupti: State of cessation of mental functions; similar to zero in number system and vacuum in natural sciences.
Sukshma sareera: awareness of thoughts, feelings, perceptions, self-consciousness, inner mental world as sentences with subject and object
swapna: dream phase or consciousness state of mind in tune with within mental world – antarmuka dristi
Tamas: state of non-cognition/experience of State of Brahman/Self  
Tamoguna: state of mind when cognitions and communications taking place; in awareness of vishayas (object-energy forms or relative stimulated experiences)
Tanmaatras: stimuli by object energy forms sensed by sense organs 
Triputi: Triad, dvaita phase of mind when differentiated perception of knower-knowing-known or subject-verb-object is present
vasanas: object-experiences/experiences/moods/senses created by the stimuli / remembrances
vaikhari: mode of utterance in sound form of energy
Vaiseshika: Vaiseshika gives idea about the construction and constitution of cognition, description of cognition elements in terms of minute parts (anu).
vidya: state of jnaana and prajnaana; also means knowledge about Atman and way of meditation on the Self /Atman / Brahman
vijnaanamaya kosa: Conversion of above information into intelligible information as understanding or insight or experience 
vishayas: object energy forms/ stimulated experiences/ cognitions and cognition created experiences
vishaya anubhava: vasana, experience / meaning / idea/ state of mind in potential energy form
visraanta dristi or aatma dristi: unoccupied awareness or pure consciousness (of Self/Atman)
Vivartanam : purodhana - tirodhana yuta vartanam or parivartanam is Reversible Becoming of maya/pranavam/sphota, the infrasonic mental energy pulse series-facilitating human cognition and language acquisition and communication/ modulation-demodulation of psychic energy.
Vritti:  antahkaranama parinama state - transformation inner-mental tools - mode of mental functions 
Vyaakarana:     Vyakarana gives idea of process of language acquisition and communication. This paper makes use of Vedanta, advaita philosophy and Sabdabrahma  Siddhanta (Sphota Vada) essentially and sources from Saddarsanas and other related texts from all Indian traditions and schools of thought – spiritual as well philosophical. 
Yoga: a conscious process of evolution of individual consciousness - the stalling and controlling of cognition process:
Upanishads: Indian spiritual texts of science on human mind 
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WAKEFUL Jagrat  Self Consciousness Mind is active. Sense and Action organs   are active are in working state. All learning/expressions take place in this state. Phase of thought processes. Also known as awareness     of without state. Time-conscious   JAGRAT






BEING Mind is active and functions if willed.
Sense organs are alert and in functioning state and action organs are ready to function. Through Meditation one reaches this state. Also known as  State of Self,Silence, Bliss, Peace,Unoccupied awareness Pure consciousnessDivine consciousness Real  ‘I’-state etc.Time and Thought-transcendent phase of mind.  Natural or original or ground state of mind

SELF ATMAN   REAL ‘I’ Source of mental energy   Mental  time-space                                     Continuous Consciousness
INTRASONICS / BIOCHEMICAL/            ELECTROCHEMICAL
MIND      AWARENESS

Electro-chemical    /    Mechanical

Cognition        Cognition-related  Process            organ movements       Inner mental             Five kinds tools                          of action       Sense Organs         /reaction
                                 Action Organs

  DEEP SLEEP SUSHUPTI  Mind is dormant and absorbed in Maya (virtual mental energy) and not active. Sense and action organs are not in functional state. No awareness of   cognitions or inner mental world or memory No thought process takes place. State of cessation of mental activities. Time-unconscious      and thought, sense- or urge– absent    phase of mind.





 Modulated mental tool- Manas

SELF 
Source of mental energy 
 Pure Consciousness   Being 













Inner mental tools 

Five kinds of action 

Manas–Perception – Recording   & Recollection of    cognitions. 
Buddhi - Intellectual functions Chittam – Cognition created Experience/Moods/Meaning/                       Senses/Understanding /Memories  Recording & Recollection
Ahamkaram – Self-consciousness

Five types of mechanical energy transduction

Action Organs- Movements relating to -Leg, Hand, Vocal Chords, Reproductive organ and Bowels.

Sense organs – Eyes (light), Ear (sound), Nose, Tongue (chemical)&  Skin (mechanical/heat)

ACTION/REACTIONACCORDING TO SENSING, EXPERIENCE /VOLITION /UNDERSTANDING /MOOD PERCEPTION, THOUGHT OR URGES OR ACTIVATION OF MEMORY/MEANING (SENSE)

Structure and function of mind is a combined operation of all these





III - ARCHITECTURE OF MIND AS EXPRESSED IN THE UPANISHADS
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